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ICEMAK is manufacturer of non-lethal ammunition and other pyrotech
nics, designed for the needs of the modern Police units and Armies 
around the world. ICEMAK activities cover all aspects, from product design 
to production, including supply, transport and support. ICEMAK’s portfolio 
includes over 40 products which have been researched and developed at 
its own plant, approved by the Macedonian Army and Police, and have 
applicability to the peace forces of the United Nations, and various other 
Armed and Police forces within several regions of the world.



Technical Specification

Packing Details

Height: 164 (*154) ±5mm

Packing: Carton Box

Diameter: 69±3 mm

Mass: 365 (*315) ±20g

Dimension of the box : 520x400x165mm

Sound intensity: min 150dB

Delay: 

Body material: Composite fiberboard 

Pyrotechnic mixture: CS Smoke  

Weight of pyrotechnic mixture: 90±10g 

Emission time till blast: 6±2s 

Active agent: CS powder 

Active agent mass: 30±10g 

2,5±0,5s

Shelf life:  5 years   

MODELHAND GRENADEMULTI EFFECT
CS smoke+stun+CS powder

Please note that the technical specifications and product pictures are generally informative and may not be completely indentical to the actual product! Please make sure to specify  all parameters with our specialists.

*Not for launching, when launching is not 
required, Rubber bottom is not added during 
manufacturing. There for reducing height and 
Weight as specified 

After throwing or launching high flow of CS smoke will be emitted in a very short 
time. Few seconds later the grenade unexpectedly explodes producing a deterrent 
blast effect and dispersion of CS powder mixture. This grenade offers an immense 
added value integrating several effects, inhibiting the crowd from touching the 
grenade and throwing it back to the security forces.


